Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Surface plasmons (SPs) of metal nanostructures are able to dramatically improve the absorption of light and confine the optical electric field to a nanoscale region. The nonradiative decay of SPs via Landau damping creates hot carriers with an energy significantly higher than that can be achieved by the thermal excitation, even when the system is kept at ambient temperature^[@CR1]--[@CR7]^. These hot carriers can be transferred to semiconductors and molecules on the surface, driving the chemical processes. As a result, SPs provide a highly efficient way to manipulate light at the nanoscale to realize the efficient transformation of substances and energy for photocatalysis^[@CR1]--[@CR7]^ and photovoltaics^[@CR1],[@CR2],[@CR8]^.

After generation in the nanoscale localized and strongly enhanced plasmonic electric field, the hot carriers can only travel a few tens of nanometers before they lose their energy by thermalization via the electron--electron scattering and electron--phonon scattering, which has been revealed by the theoretical calculation^[@CR9],[@CR10]^. The consequent spatial distribution of the hot carriers may determine the active area on the surface, which is crucial to efficiently capture the hot carriers for achieving highly efficient SP-based catalysts or optoelectronic devices^[@CR5],[@CR9],[@CR11]^. Recently, the spatial distribution of hot carriers has been visualized via ex situ scanning electron microscope or florescence imaging of the reaction or stained products of the hot carriers-induced reaction^[@CR11]--[@CR14]^. It is still desired and remains challenging to in situ measure the transport process and spatial distribution of hot carriers in real space, which requires not only a flexible control of the SP-catalyzed reaction but also a characterization technique with a nanometer spatial resolution to resolve the distribution of the reaction in real space.

Electrochemical tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (EC-TERS)^[@CR15]--[@CR20]^ is a nanospectroscopic technique, which integrates ultrahigh spatial resolution^[@CR21],[@CR22]^ and rich vibrational (fingerprint) information of TERS and flexible control of the energy of the electrode materials of electrochemistry. The SP effect in the coupled plasmonic tip and substrate gap could not only amplify the Raman scattering of the species in the gap but also drive the SP-catalyzed reaction simultaneously^[@CR23]--[@CR25]^. Therefore, EC-TERS can be used to in situ characterize the SP-driven chemical reaction.

Here, we use EC-TERS to in situ monitor a SP-driven decarboxylation reaction at the nanoscale and resolve the spatial distribution of reactive hot carriers beneath the plasmonic tip by fully exerting its unique advantages. We tune the Fermi level of the electrode by changing the applied potential to turn on and off (during TERS mapping) the SP-driven reaction. The spatial distribution of reactive hot carriers is visualized in real space by EC-TERS, from which the transport distance of about 20 nm for the reactive hot holes can be obtained. Further, we demonstrate in experiment that the hot holes with a higher energy have a shorter transport distance. These conclusions can be guides for the spatial arrangement of the reactant molecules and devices to efficiently make use of the hot carriers in the design of the SP-based catalysts.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

In situ monitoring the SP-driven decarboxylation by EC-TERS {#Sec3}
-----------------------------------------------------------

For this study, we chose the decarboxylation reaction, a key step in Kolbe electrolysis reaction^[@CR26]^, as the model reaction for the EC-TERS study (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA) molecules, which have no absorption at the wavelength of the excitation laser, were used as reactants. They were anchored on Au(111) surface via the strong Au--S bond, so that they formed a dense, self-assembled monolayer (Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Anchoring the molecules to the electrode in this way reduces the influence of molecular diffusion on the surface and improves the reliability of imaging. At open circuit potential (\~−0.32 V), the time series TERS spectra (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) show that the intensity of Raman peak at 1400 cm^−1^ assigned to COO^−^ stretching vibration (Supplementary Table [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) decreases over time, accompanied by the appearance and growth of two new peaks at 998 and 1020 cm^−1^. The peak intensities reach constant values after several seconds (Fig. [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To analyze the spectral changes, we compare in Fig. [1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} the first and last spectra of the time series. The two new peaks show similar frequency and relative peak intensity to that of thiophenol (TP) (Fig. [1d](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} red spectrum and Supplementary Table [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), indicating that 4-MBA molecules have been decarboxylated to form TP through plasmonic photocatalysis^[@CR27],[@CR28]^. Control experiments show that the reaction could only be initiated with the participation of both the Ag tip and photon (Supplementary Note [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, Supplementary Figs. [4](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), demonstrating that the decarboxylation reaction was driven by the assistance of the SP. In electrochemistry, inducing a decarboxylation process requires a high overpotential^[@CR26]^, whereas it can now occur even at open circuit potential with the assistance of the SP^[@CR27],[@CR28]^.Fig. 1Monitoring the decarboxylation of 4-MBA on Au(111).**a** Schematic illustration of the EC-TERS setup, where the decarboxylation reaction is induced by the strongly coupled SP between the Ag tip and Au substrate. **b** Time series TERS spectra of 4-MBA in 0.1 M NaClO~4~ (pH 10). Power: 1.1 mW, bias: 200 mV, *I*~tunneling~: 800 pA, and *E*~sample~: −0.32 V. **c** Plots of the relative intensities of the bands at 998 and 1020 cm^−1^ (assigned to TP) to that at 1075 cm^−1^ (combined contribution of TP and 4-MBA) against time. **d** TERS spectra of 4-MBA (at 1 and 18 s) and TP.

Mechanism and modulation of the SP-driven reaction {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------------------

The photocatalytic reaction can be facilitated by hot carriers or the photothermal effect resulting from the SP relaxation^[@CR6],[@CR29]^. Recently, it was reported that the hot carrier was responsible for the SP-driven decarboxylation^[@CR28]^. To further rule out that the decarboxylation process of 4-MBA was induced by a thermal effect, we performed two control experiments. First, we heated the 4-MBA-adsorbed Au(111) electrode in a temperature-controlled cell containing 0.1 M NaClO~4~ (pH 10) solution, then moved the electrode and measured the TERS spectra in air at room temperature. As shown in Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, the feature peaks of TP are absent when the system is heated from 25 to 75 °C. When the temperature is further increased to 85 and 95 °C, the TERS intensity of 4-MBA decreases, due to thermal desorption of molecules. The feature peaks of TP are still absent even at the desorption temperature, indicating that the decarboxylation of the molecules adsorbed on surface might not be induced by heating.Fig. 2Study of the catalytic mechanism and reaction modulation.**a** Ex situ TERS spectra of 4-MBA after the system temperature was gradually heated to 95 °C. Bias: 200 mV, *I*~tunneling~: 600 pA. **b** Power-dependent decarboxylation reaction rate measured by SERS on a substrate consisting of plasmonic Au NPs in 0.1 M NaClO~4~ (pH 10). The error bars represent the standard deviations (s.d.) for three measurements. **c** Time series TERS spectra of 4-MBA in NaClO~4~ solution (pH 10) contained 2.7 M TBA. **d** Representative spectra when the tip was approached to and retracted from the 4-MBA adsorbed Au(111) surface in NaClO~4~ solution (pH 10) containing 2.7 M TBA. The peaks at 750, 912, and 1457 cm^‒1^ are the Raman peaks of TBA in the solution. Laser power: 1.1 mW. Bias: 200 mV, *I*~tunneling~: 800 pA, *E*~sample~: ‒0.32 V. **e** Power-dependent and **f** potential-dependent EC-TERS spectra. The potentials of substrate are referred to the Pt quasi reference electrode. At each power or potential, the tip was moved to a new position on the Au(111) substrate. After the tip was moved to a new position and the sample was illuminated by the laser for 30 s, the TERS spectra were acquired with an integration time of 5 s. The intensity is normalized by the 1075 cm^‒1^ peak. The sample potential and laser power are included in the figures. Bias: 100 mV, *I*~tunneling~: 800 pA.

Second, we performed in situ SERS experiments to study the role of heat. In our previous work, we have demonstrated that the Raman shift of the N≡C stretching peak is sensitive to the surface temperature, which can be used as a nanoscale temperature indicator in SERS^[@CR30]^ (Supplementary Fig. [6a](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). With this method, we measured the surface temperature (about 45 °C) of the Au NPs using the laser power that could induce the reaction by SP excitation (Supplementary Note [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Figs. [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}, [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), then the system was heated to the same temperature. The absence of the Raman features from the product TP (Supplementary Fig. [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}) indicates that the thermal effect is not the dominant effect in the SP-induced decarboxylation of 4-MBA. This conclusion is further supported by the linear dependence of the reaction rate on the laser power, because the thermal effect would expect an exponential dependence predicted by the Arrhenius equation^[@CR6],[@CR29]^ (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and see detailed information in Supplementary Note [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).

Decarboxylation is an anodic process in electrolysis^[@CR26]^. In photocatalytic decarboxylation (Photo-Kolbe) reactions, photo-generated holes can induce decarboxylation following two possible pathways^[@CR31]^: (i) holes react with carboxylate and induce decarboxylation; (ii) holes oxidize OH^−^ or H~2~O to produce the hydroxyl radical OH·, then the OH· initiates decarboxylation of carboxylate.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The difference between the two pathways is whether there is OH· participating in the reaction. To examine the role of OH· in the SP-driven decarboxylation, Tert-butanol (TBA), which is a scavenger of OH· and frequently used for quenching OH·^[@CR32]--[@CR34]^, was added to the electrolyte solution. As shown in Fig. [2c, d](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, when TBA is present in the solution, the feature peaks of TP are absent in the TERS spectra, and the intensity of COO^−^ vibrational peak does not decrease over time under continuous laser illumination (similar SERS experiment results are shown in Supplementary Fig. [10](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This result indicates that the reaction is quenched by the TBA. It demonstrates that the decarboxylation is initiated by OH·. We further performed experiment with terephthalic acid, which can react with OH· to form a fluorescing molecule of 2-hydroxyterephthalic acid^[@CR35]--[@CR37]^. Indeed, we observed a strong fluorescence peak at 425 nm after reaction, indicating the formation of OH· (Supplementary Note [5](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Fig. [11](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). These controlled experiments also confirm that the chemical process is mainly induced by hot carriers rather than the plasmonic thermal effect.

Hot carriers are generated from the photoexcitation of electrons below the Fermi level. In electrochemistry, the Fermi level of the electrode can be precisely controlled by changing the electrode potential. Thus, it is possible to regulate the energy and reactivity of plasmonic hot carriers by electrochemistry. To ensure the experimental reliability, the tip was moved to a new position on the Au(111) substrate for each power and potential condition. Figure [2e](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} shows that the intensities of the peaks at 998 and 1020 cm^−1^ increase as the laser power increases from 0.7 to 1.6 mW, due to the larger number of hot carriers derived from photons at high laser power. In addition, the feature peaks of TP remain unchanged when the laser power is returned to 0.7 mW (the tip was not moved), indicating that the reaction is irreversible. To study the effect of potential on the decarboxylation reaction, we fixed the laser power at a low value (0.7 mW) and varied the potential. At −0.7 V, the feature peaks of TP are absent. As the potential is gradually shifted toward −0.4 V, the intensities of the feature peaks of TP increase (Fig. [2f](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the reaction is promoted by the positive shift of potential. Because the decarboxylation reaction is irreversible, the feature peaks of TP also remained when the potential was switched to −0.7 V. It is interesting to find that a positive shift of the electrode potential by only 0.3 V can achieve an improvement in the reactivity equivalent to an increase of laser power by 0.9 mW. Therefore, the reaction can now be triggered at a positive potential with a low laser power, avoiding the photodamage induced by the high laser power.

The modulation process of the SP-driven reaction with applied potentials could be interpreted and analyzed via a simple energy level diagram (Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In the TERS configuration, the strongly coupled SP between the Ag tip and Au substrate is excited by 632.8 nm (1.96 eV) laser light. The SP could be damped through the creation of hot electron--hole via Landau damping. The scattering of electrons by surface or in the highly confined electromagnetic fields in hot spot enables the nonconservation of the linear momentum of electrons. The electrons can absorb the full energy of the photon to generate the high-energy hot carriers^[@CR38],[@CR39]^. Therefore, the electrons that reside below the Fermi level are excited to a higher, unoccupied energy level, generating hot electrons (between *E*~f~ and *E*~f~ +1.96 eV) and leaving holes with energies between *E*~f~ −1.96 eV and *E*~f~ (Fig. [3a, b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The hot carriers then quickly redistribute their energy via electron--electron scattering processes following a time-dependent Fermi--Dirac-like distribution^[@CR2]^ (Fig. [3c, d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The energy distribution of the hot carriers determines their catalytic ability and efficiency. The carriers with energies more positive than the oxidization potential of OH^−^ are considered as reactive hot carriers (in the present system, reactive hot holes). At pH 10, the potential of the redox OH·/OH^−^ is 1.77 -- 1.89 V vs NHE^[@CR40],[@CR41]^, which is about 1.24 -- 1.36 V vs a Pt quasi reference electrode. At −0.7 V, the maximal energy (most positive potential) of SP-generated hot holes with 632.8 nm excitation is 1.26 V (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). However, the number of reactive hot holes is extremely low (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). As a result, the probability of inducing the reaction is low under these conditions. When the potential is shifted positively to −0.4 V, the maximal energy of hot holes is shifted up to 1.56 V (Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Under this condition, there is a much greater number of holes with sufficient energy to oxidize OH^−^ than that at −0.7 V (Fig. [3d](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}), leading to a dramatically increased reaction rate. Here the SP-induced reaction was tuned by modulating the energy of hot holes with the change of the potential while fixing the illumination wavelength. The reaction can also be tuned by changing the illumination wavelength^[@CR42]^. Both approaches can be understood within a simplified and unified scenario shown in Supplementary Fig. [12](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}.Fig. 3Effect of potential on the carrier energy and the reaction.Panels **a** and **b** illustrate the excitation of the hot carriers, **c** and **d** illustrate the population of carriers after decaying to follow the Fermi--Dirac-like distribution. Panels **a** and **c** are the energy distributions of carriers at ‒0.7 V, **b** and **d** are the energy distributions of carriers at ‒0.4 V. (All potentials are referenced to a Pt electrode. The energy axis is not to scale for clarity).

In the present study, the hot carriers could be generated both in the Au substrate and Ag tip in the plasmonic nanocavity. The tip potential- and substrate potential-dependent experiment reveals that the reaction is mainly triggered by the hot carriers generated in the Au substrate (Supplementary Note [6](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Fig. [13](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The generated hot carriers could offer the energy to overcome the reaction barrier, leading to the reduction of required potential. Compared with uncoupled single nanoparticles^[@CR42],[@CR43]^, the coupled plasmonic nanocavity with only about 1 nm gap between the Ag tip and Au substrate here can generate a more intense and confined electric field in the hot spot. Such a highly intense and confined field facilitates the breaking of linear momentum-matching conditions^[@CR44],[@CR45]^, which improves the efficiency to generate high-energy carriers to overcome the reaction barrier and leads to an effective reduction in the potential. The potential of the hot holes could be more positive than that for the Au oxidation or sulfydryl oxidation. However, we did not observe the peak attributed to the oxidation product, owing to the low reaction efficiency at the controlled potential together with the small Raman scattering cross sections of the species (Supplementary Note [7](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Here one may argue that the variation of the reactivity with potential could be attributed to the shift of SP resonance at different potentials, which may lead to different SP resonances at the laser wavelength. We found that the backgrounds of the TERS spectra do not shift with the change of the potential (Supplementary Fig. [14](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), indicating that the potential did not lead to an obvious change in the SP resonance response. It demonstrates that the change in the reactivity at different potentials is not due to the shift of SP resonance.

Spatial profile of the reactive hot carriers {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------------

We have verified that the reaction is driven by hot holes generated by the strongly coupled and localized SP in the gap between the tip and substrate. The reaction can be triggered and the spectral information during the chemical processes can be recorded simultaneously with TERS. Furthermore, the spatially resolved molecular spectra, obtained by TERS may give us an opportunity to reveal the distribution of reactive hot holes in real space. However, since the tip plays the roles of both reaction initiator and signal amplifier, the reaction may be continuously triggered following the tip trace in conventional TERS, which makes it a great challenge to precisely image the reaction profile in the SP gap between the plasmonic tip and substrate. Here, we take advantage of EC-TERS, which allows flexible control of the reaction by controlling the potential. With the tip held at a fixed position, the substrate potential was first set to −0.4 V to induce the reaction. Once the peak intensities of the 998 and 1020 cm^−1^ bands reached constant values, the potential was switched to −0.7 V to stop the reaction. In this way, the spatial profile of the TP that had been generated at the single position could be preserved and mapped using TERS without perturbing the reaction further. As shown in Fig. [4a, b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, when the tip is scanned from the perimeter of the reaction region toward its center, the peak intensities of the product at 998 and 1020 cm^−1^ gradually increase and reach maximum at the center, while the peak intensity of the reactant at 1400 cm^−1^ shows the opposite trend. The symmetrical and correlated distributions of the reactant and product show that the FWHM of the reaction profile is about 30 nm, which is similar to that observed with in situ UHV-STM of a plasmon-induced reaction^[@CR46]^ but much larger than the 5 nm spatial resolution of the TERS system (Supplementary Note [8](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"} and Supplementary Fig. [15](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). Therefore, the spatial profiles of the product and reactant are not artifacts limited by the spatial resolution of the instrument. Furthermore, the 30 nm reaction profile is also much larger than that of the local field distribution of about 6 nm (as will be discussed later in Fig. [4c, d](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the near field driven direct energy transfer between molecules and metal^[@CR47]^ may not be the main mechanism for the reaction.Fig. 4Profile of the reaction region on the substrate under Ag tip.**a** Color-coded intensity map of the line-trace TERS spectra across a reaction region. The reaction was induced at the sample potential of −0.4 V under a laser power of 0.7 mW. The line-trace TERS spectra were acquired with the sample potential at −0.7 V. Bias: 100 mV, *I*~tunneling~: 800 pA. **b** Plots of intensities of the 998 cm^−1^ peak (top) and 1400 cm^−1^ peak (bottom) with the tip position. The open triangle, circle symbols represent the intensities in the trace and retrace spectra. The solid square symbols represent the average intensities of the trace and retrace spectra. The color-coded intensity map and the Raman spectra of the trace and retrace are shown in Supplementary Fig. [16](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}. The fitted lines were obtained by using the function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Considering the reaction is initiated by OH· generated by reactive hot holes, the size of the reaction area may be determined by the spatial distribution of the reactive hot holes and the diffusion length of OH·. However, the diffusion length of OH· is estimated to be only about 1.7 nm (Supplementary Note [9](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}), which is far smaller than the range of the reaction size. Therefore, the reactive area in the coupled plasmonic gap is mainly determined by the distribution of reactive hot holes, which depends on both the initial generation and transport of the carriers^[@CR5],[@CR11]^. Since the generation probability of hot carriers (*G*($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$x$$\end{document}$) is the TERS spatial resolution profile. Using this convolution model to fit the profile of the product and reactant in Fig. [4b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the transport distance (*ι*) of the reactive hot holes was estimated to be around 20 nm for the reactive hot holes that could overcome the energy barrier of about 1.66 eV for oxidation reaction. If a reaction has a different reaction barrier that requires carriers with more / less energies to overcome, the transport distance of the reactive hot carriers may be different. In the following, we discuss the variation of spatial profile of reactive hot carriers with the energy barrier. To the best of our knowledge, quantitatively extracting the spatial range of reactive plasmonic hot carriers in real space has not been achieved before.

Potential effect on the spatial profile of reactive carriers {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------------------------

In EC-TERS, we can conveniently tune the energy of hot carriers by changing the potential of the substrate. In this way, the transport distance can also be tuned. When we shifted the potential from −0.4 to −0.6 V, we increased the energy barrier for OH^−^ oxidation from about 1.66 to 1.86 eV (relative to the Fermi level) and reduced the reactivity and the reaction region (Fig. [4f](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The transport distance estimated using the data in Fig. [4f](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} is \~17 nm at −0.6 V and \~20 nm at −0.4 V for the hot holes with energies higher than 1.86 and 1.66 eV, respectively, relative to the Fermi level. Such a difference can be convincingly resolved in our TERS system as the measurement error was only about 1.1 nm (Supplementary Fig. [18](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). It indicates that the hot holes with higher energy could only be collected within a shorter distance, agreeing with the reported simulation result due to the shorter mean free path of hotter carriers^[@CR9],[@CR11]^. At −0.6 V, the energy barrier is only about 0.1 eV lower than the excitation laser energy (1.96 eV). Therefore, most of the reactive hot carriers will not experience multiple scattering events^[@CR50]^. As a result, the transport distance is comparable to the reported mean free path of the hot carriers in Au^[@CR10]^.

Discussion {#Sec7}
==========

In summary, we visualized the nanoscale reaction region beneath the tip with EC-TERS imaging of a plasmon-driven decarboxylation reaction by turning on and off the reaction with potential control. We obtained the transport distance for the reactive hot holes in real space, which is comparable to the mean free path of the hot carriers in Au. We demonstrated in experiment that the hot holes with a higher energy have a shorter transport distance. The conclusions obtained in this study may guide the design of efficient photocatalysis and optoelectronics by placing the reactant molecules or charge collectors within the transport distance of reactive hot carriers to efficiently collect and utilize the hot carriers.

Methods {#Sec8}
=======

Preparation of Au(111) and 4-MBA self-assembled monolayers {#Sec9}
----------------------------------------------------------

The Au(111) single crystal bead was fabricated by Clavilier's method^[@CR51]^ and was electrochemically polished and flame-annealed before use. After treatment, the Au(111) single crystal was immersed in a 1 mM ethanolic solution of 4-mercaptobenzoic acid (4-MBA) for 120 min to allow the formation of a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on the surface. The sample was rinsed with ethanol and dried under N~2~ atmosphere. Then it was used for TERS and EC-TERS studies.

EC-TERS setup and EC-TERS experiment {#Sec10}
------------------------------------

The EC-TERS setup used in the current study combined an EC-STM (Nanoscope E, Veeco, USA) with a home-built Raman microscope via a side-illumination configuration^[@CR20]^. The laser light was brought in from the left side of the cell at a tilted angle of 70° relative to the tip axis (Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). To avoid distortion of the optical path as a result of the refractive index mismatch in an electrochemical system and to increase the excitation and collection efficiency, a water immersion objective with a high numerical aperture (NA) of 0.8 was used to focus the laser beam and collect TERS signals. On considering that the working distance of the objective was only 3.2 mm, we modified the STM scanner to gain more open space for accommodating the microscope objective. The objective was installed on a three-dimensional piezo stage so that the objective could be smoothly adjusted to precisely focus the laser spot onto the plasmonic tip apex without introducing mechanical shock.

A home-built EC cell^[@CR20]^ was used for EC-TERS (Supplementary Fig. [2b](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The EC-TERS cell was a Kel-F (poly(chlorotrifluoro-ethylene)) body with a hole in the bottom to install the homemade Au(111) working electrode. A flat thin glass window was attached to the left side and tilted part of the cell for the transmission of laser and Raman signal. A droplet of water was added in the gap between the objective and the glass window to reduce the mismatch of the refractive index of the media in the optical path. A platinized Pt wire was used as the counter electrode and a Pt wire was used as the quasi reference electrode. The two electrodes were fixed on the right side of the EC cell. 0.1 M NaClO~4~ solution was used as the supporting electrolyte to reduce the ohmic drop of solution. The pH of the electrolyte was adjusted to about 10 using NaOH solution. In EC-TERS experiments, an electrochemically etched Ag tip prepared according to the reported protocol^[@CR52],[@CR53]^ was used to obtain the TERS spectra. The tip was further coated with melted polyethylene glue (Rapid Pro^+^ glue, Sweden) to reduce the exposed tip length to \~1 μm^[@CR15]^, so that the Faradaic current produced at the tip became so small that it would not interfere with the tunneling current. The potentials of the substrate and the tip were controlled by the built-in bipotentiostat of the EC-STM.

TERS characterization of 4-MBA on Au(111) after heating in water bath {#Sec11}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The 4-MBA-adsorbed Au(111) electrode in a glass cell containing 0.1 M NaClO~4~ (pH 10) solution was heated at the controlled temperature, which was maintained at the temperature for at least 15 min. The electrode was then moved from the solution and characterized with TERS in air and at room temperature. Note that the decarboxylation is an irreversible reaction and could not be induced by the SP in air during the TERS characterization. Therefore, we could safely use the ex situ characterization to examine if the molecules on surface have been decarboxylated at the desired temperature.

TERS line-trace imaging measurement {#Sec12}
-----------------------------------

To obtain a reaction profile induced by surface plasmon (SP) in the tip-substrate gap, the substrate potential was first set at a potential more positive than −0.7 V, e.g., −0.4 or −0.6 V, to induce the reaction. Once the peak intensities of the 998 and 1020 cm^−1^ bands reached constant values, the potential was switched to −0.7 V, where the reaction could not occur, to obtain a TERS line trace without inducing additional reactions. In the TERS line-trace imaging experiment, the laser power used was 0.7 mW, the tip was scanned at a rate of 1 nm s^−1^, and TERS spectra were acquired simultaneously with an integration time of 4 s in Fig. [4f](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} or 5 s in Fig. [4a, b](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. With these parameters, the step size of TERS imaging was estimated to be 4 or 5 nm.

SERS experiments {#Sec13}
----------------

The SERS experiments were performed on a substrate assembled with Au NPs (with a diameter of 55 nm)^[@CR30],[@CR54]^. The substrate was immersed in an ethanolic solution of 1 mM 4-MBA for 120 min, and cleaned with copious amount of ethanol. Then, it was put in a glass cell containing 0.1 M NaClO~4~ (pH 10) solution. The spectra were acquired on a confocal Raman instrument (Alpha 3000, WITec, Germany). A water immersion objective (Nikon, ×40, NA 0.8) was used for exciting and collecting the Raman signal.

Electromagnetic field simulation {#Sec14}
--------------------------------

Theoretical simulation with a model based on the geometry parameters of the tip used in the experiment were carried out to calculate the distribution of local fields in the strongly coupled and localized plasmonic gap between the Ag tip and Au substrate. The scanning electron microscope image of the Ag tip shows a tip radius of 25 nm and the cone angle of 50°. COMSOL Multiphysics 5.2a based on the finite element method was used for the computational simulations. The *p*-polarized light with an incidence angle of 20° was introduced by a user-defined port (the blue part in Supplementary Fig. [3](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). The perfect matched layer (PML) boundary conditions were adopted for all other outer interfaces. The refractive index of water was set to 1.33. Optical constants for Au and Ag were obtained from the literature^[@CR55],[@CR56]^. All materials were assumed to be isotropic and nonmagnetic in the simulation. Extremely fine meshing with edge length smaller than the skin depth in the metal material was adopted to discretize the structure and to ensure convergence and reproducibility of the simulations. The minimum edge length of the tetrahedral mesh element was as small as 0.2 nm.
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